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Abstract In comparison to proteins and protein com-

plexes, the size of RNA amenable to NMR studies is

limited despite the development of new isotopic labeling

strategies including deuteration and ligation of differen-

tially labeled RNAs. Due to the restricted chemical shift

dispersion in only four different nucleotides spectral reso-

lution remains limited in larger RNAs. Labeling RNAs

with the NMR-active nucleus 19F has previously been

introduced for small RNAs up to 40 nucleotides (nt). In the

presented work, we study the natural occurring RNA

aptamer domain of the guanine-sensing riboswitch com-

prising 73 nucleotides from Bacillus subtilis. The work

includes protocols for improved in vitro transcription of

2-fluoroadenosine-50-triphosphat (2F-ATP) using the

mutant P266L of the T7 RNA polymerase. Our NMR

analysis shows that the secondary and tertiary structure of

the riboswitch is fully maintained and that the specific

binding of the cognate ligand hypoxanthine is not impaired

by the introduction of the 19F isotope. The thermal stability

of the 19F-labeled riboswitch is not altered compared to the

unmodified sequence, but local base pair stabilities, as

measured by hydrogen exchange experiments, are modu-

lated. The characteristic change in the chemical shift of the

imino resonances detected in a 1H,15N-HSQC allow the

identification of Watson–Crick base paired uridine signals

and the 19F resonances can be used as reporters for tertiary

and secondary structure transitions, confirming the poten-

tial of 19F-labeling even for sizeable RNAs in the range of

70 nucleotides.

Keywords 19F-NMR � Riboswitch � In vitro

transcription � 2F-ATP

Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has a

considerable impact for the determination of structure of

functional RNA molecules. Further, it is unique in

describing RNA dynamics at atomic resolution (Butcher

et al. 2000; Carlomagno et al. 2013; Chowdhury et al.

2006; D’Souza et al. 2004; Davis et al. 2005; Duszczyk

et al. 2011; Ferner et al. 2009; Furtig et al. 2003; Houck-

Loomis et al. 2011; Keane et al. 2015; Marchanka et al.

2015; Sashital et al. 2004; Staple and Butcher 2003;

Wacker et al. 2011). In fact, dynamics ranging from sub

nanoseconds to seconds have been found to be essential to

understand RNA function (Buck et al. 2007; Rinnenthal

et al. 2011).

One considerable obstacle to NMR spectroscopic stud-

ies is its size limitation due to linewidth and limited

chemical shift resolution. Spectra of RNA have limited

chemical shift dispersion. With the exception of imino

signals the NMR resonance of the only four different RNA

nucleotides resonate in a narrow spectral regime. The
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limited chemical shift dispersion has—in part—been

overcome by multidimensional heteronuclear NMR in

combination with uniformly labeling approaches using 13C,
15N and 2H labeled nucleotides in T7 RNA polymerase

mediated in vitro transcription (Alvarado et al. 2014; Batey

et al. 1992; Dayie et al. 1998; Furtig et al. 2008;

Nikonowicz et al. 1992; Thakur and Dayie 2012) and

position specific labeling using chemical synthesis (Kline

and Serianni 1990; Neuner et al. 2015; Quant et al. 1994;

Wenter et al. 2006).

One possibility to overcome limited spectral resolution

is to introduce additional nuclei that have similar NMR

properties compared to 1H. The 19F isotope has been used

in protein and RNA studies, as it has 100 % natural

abundance, its gyromagnetic ratio is 0.94 that of 1H,

reveals a chemical shift dispersion comparable to that of
1H, and 19F-NMR spectroscopy has become a very useful

tool for the analysis of large structures and dynamic sys-

tems, e.g. peptide nucleic acid building blocks but also in

ligand screening by NMR spectroscopy (Garavis et al.

2014; Kiviniemi et al. 2013).

The use of fluorinated nucleotides has already been

introduced in 1964: Codington et al. first synthesized 20F-
subtituted nucleotides (Codington et al. 1964) and, subse-

quently, uniformly 20F-labeled RNAs were synthesized

(Suck et al. 1974). The advantages of 19F-labeled RNAs for

NMR spectroscopic applications were first described in the

early 1970s (Horowitz et al. 1974). E. coli cultures were

grown in medium containing 5-fluorouracil. This approach

yielded RNAs with a 5-fluorouracil substitution up to

93 %. The labeling did not affect the RNA structure or

function and allowed the determination of the valine-tRNA

recognition sites of the cognate aminoacyl-tRNA syn-

thetase by 19F-NMR spectroscopy. Since then, 20F-labeled
nucleotides have become widely used in solid-state and

liquid-state NMR spectroscopy (Kreutz et al. 2005; Olsen

et al. 2005). The modification on the ribosyl moiety of

nucleotides allows the use of one similar labeling schema

for all nucleobases. Using the 20-deoxy-20-trifluo-
romethylthio (SCF3) unit or other highly fluorinated sub-

stitutions can even enhance the sensitivity of 19F-NMR

spectroscopy (Fauster et al. 2012; Kiviniemi and Virta

2010; Kosutic et al. 2014), in particular for large RNAs.

However, uniform labeling of the RNA with 20F-substi-
tuted nucleotides can disrupt tertiary interactions that

involve the 20OH group and shift the conformational

preferences of the ribofuranosyl sugar unit to preferentially

adopt the 30-endo conformation and therefore influences

the structural behavior (Reif et al. 1997). The use of other

labeling positions than 20 can overcome the 30-endo pref-

erence in uniformly labeled RNAs without losing the

advantage of 19F-NMR spectroscopy (Granqvist and Virta

2014; Puffer et al. 2009). 19F-labeled nucleotides are often

introduced by chemical synthesis which provides a single

introduction of the label at a defined position within the

RNA of interest. 19F-nuclei are very sensitive to environ-

mental changes such as differences in the secondary

structure or ligand binding (Kreutz et al. 2005, 2006).

Together with the rather small size of the label it represents

a very useful tool for the analysis of bistable RNAs, weak

complexes, or large ligand binding RNAs (Graber et al.

2008; Kiviniemi and Virta 2011).

Compared to chemical synthesis, in vitro transcription

allows synthesis of much larger RNAs. In order to couple

the advantages of the enzymatic based in vitro transcription

with those of 19F-NMR, fluorinated reporter molecules or

ligands can be used while the RNA stays unmodified

(Lombes et al. 2012). However, direct measurements of

structural and dynamic changes require an appropriated

label within the RNA. In 2004, Scott et al. showed that 2F-

ATP (Fig. 1b), which was produced using a combination of

E. coli cultured in growth medium supplemented with 9-b-
D-arabinofuranosyl-2-fluoroadenine and further enzymatic

modification (Baldo et al. 1983; Huang and Plunkett 1987),

could be incorporated into HIV-2 TAR (9 kDa) by in vitro

transcription (Scott et al. 2004). 19F-NMR spectroscopy

allowed the identification of the substituted nucleotides and

showed that the label did not affect the structural integrity

or thermodynamic stability of the RNA. Their work cou-

pled the advantages of in vitro transcription with full flu-

orination of the RNA molecule which allows the direct

measurement of structural changes during ligand binding.

However, substitution of the H2 by 19F changes the

polarization of the nucleobase and can potentially disrupt

RNA motifs that are based on van-der-Waals interactions

such as the A-minor motif (Lescoute and Westhof 2006;

Nissen et al. 2001). This minor-groove triplex is based on

tertiary base–base and base-backbone interactions includ-

ing the adenine nucleobase atoms N1, C2, N3 and the

ribose 20-OH group. For such RNA structural motif, the

effect of the introduction of the 19F-label needs to be

carefully investigated.

Here, we apply 19F-labeling to study RNA riboswitches.

RNA riboswitches are structured gene regulation elements

located in the 50-untranslated region (50-UTR) of mRNAs

(Nahvi et al. 2002). The term riboswitch refers to its

function to activate or repress gene expression by a con-

formational transition of the riboswitch RNA mediated

through the interaction commonly with a low-molecular-

weight ligand. Central to ligand binding is the aptamer

domain that, upon addition of ligand (Schwalbe et al.

2007), is stabilized in a secondary and tertiary structure

that leads to an allosteric conformational switch of sec-

ondary structure elements that activate or interfere with

either transcription or translation. The binding to either

guanine or hypoxanthine to the xpt–pbuX riboswitch (Gsw)
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from Bacillus subtilis for example adopts two exclusive

secondary structures acting as terminator and anti-termi-

nator signals of DNA-templated RNA transcription (Man-

dal et al. 2003).

We uniformly labeled the aptamer domain (Noeske et al.

2005) of the guanine sensing riboswich (Gswapt, 22 kDa,

Fig. 1a) with 2F-ATP by a T7 RNA polymerase based

in vitro transcription and showed that neither the structural

integrity nor the ligand binding ability of the aptamer were

affected by the F2 label as stabilizing and destabilizing

effects compensate each other. As riboswitches work

through a ligand concentration depending switching mode,

labeling adenosine nucleotides at the C2 position with 19F

is a promising approach for the investigation of the

switching process in real time by 19F-NMR spectroscopy.

Materials and methods

Synthesis

Milligram quantities of 2F-adenine labeled and unlabeled

Gswapt (73-nt) were synthesized by in vitro transcription

from linearized plasmid DNA (TAA TAC GAC TCA

CTA TAG GGA CTC ATA TAA CTG CGT GGA TAT GGC

ACG CAG GTT TCT ACC GGG CAC CGT AAA TGT CCG

ACT ATG GGT CCC) using the P266L mutant of T7 RNA

polymerase (Guillerez et al. 2005). The in vitro transcrip-

tion (total volume 18 mL) was performed in 100 mM Tris-

glutamate buffer pH 8.2, 25 mM Mg(OAc)2, 25 mM NTPs

(22 % A, 26 % C, 29 % G, 23 % U; for 15N-labeling, 15N-

GTP and 15N-UTP were used), 20 mM DTT, 2 mM sper-

midine, 50 ng/lL DNA (linearized using SmaI), and 70 lg/
mL P266L. 2F-ATP was purchased at the Jena Bioscience

GmbH (Jena, Germany). After transcription, the RNA was

pre-purified by a DEAE Sepharose column equilibrated

with 0.1 M NaOAc. The NaOAc concentrations used for

washing were 0.1, 0.6 and 1 M. The RNA was eluted with

2 M and 3 M NaOAc, ethanol precipitated, and further

purified by reversed phase HPLC using a Perfectsil RP18

10 9 250 mm column. A 50 mM potassium phosphate

buffer pH 5.9 (Buffer A) was used for equilibration. For

elution, Buffer A ? 60 % acetonitrile (Buffer B) was used

in a gradient. The RNA was eluted between 40 and 50 %

Buffer B. After precipitation, the RNA was washed with

and solved in water, refolded by heating to 95 �C for 5 min

and rapid cooling on ice. The concentration was deter-

mined by UV (e260 = 792.55 L mmol-1 cm-1 (Cavaluzzi

and Borer 2004)) and homogeneity was analyzed by native

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).

For the CD- and NMR-measurements, the RNA was

dissolved in a buffer containing 25 mM potassium phos-

phate pH 6.5 and 50 mM KCl to OD260 = 0.3. NMR

samples contained 90:10 H2O:D2O. For CD-measurements,

the ligand hypoxanthine (Christiansen et al. 1997; Mandal

et al. 2003) was added in 20-fold excess to the labeled and

unlabeled Gswapt. Due to the low hypoxanthine solubility,

the ligand was added together with 2 mM Mg2? in a ten-

fold excess to the labeled Gswapt for the 1H,1H-NOESY

and 19F,1H-HOESY experiments (0.2–0.3 mM RNA).

Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD)

All spectra were recorded on a CD- spectrometer J-810

(JASCO) in a thermostatic cuvette holder. Samples were

placed in quartz cuvettes with a pathway length of 1 cm

and a sample volume of 800 lL. Baseline correction was

applied by subtracting a spectrum recorded on plain buffer

solution. The acquisition parameters were set to a wave-

length range of 300–190 nm and a bandwidth of 1 nm.

Displayed spectra were recorded with 3 scans each. The

temperature was raised from 5 to 95 �C in 0.5 �C steps.

Fig. 1 a Secondary structure of the Gswapt. The 19F-labeled adenines

are indicated in green. b Structure of the fluorinated base of 2F-ATP.

The ribosetriphosphate is indicated by the R. c 10 % PAGE of

transcriptions using condition 1 with wildtype T7 RNA polymerase.

The 73mer is indicated by the black arrow. The title indicates if 2F-

ATP substituted ATP or 15N-labeled NTPs were used for transcrip-

tion. d 10 % PAGE of transcriptions using condition 2 with wildtype

T7 RNA polymerase. e 10 % PAGE of transcriptions using condition

1 with P266L T7 RNA polymerase
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Each temperature was kept constant for 20 s before the

measurement was started. The absorption maximum of the

RNA samples was observed at 264 nm.

NMR spectroscopy

All 1D proton spectra were measured at 295 K using Bruker

600, 800, 900 and 950 MHz spectrometer equipped with a

cryogenic z-gradient HCN probe. Water suppression was

achieved by application of jump-return pulse trains (Sklenar

and Bax 1987). Proton pulses were applied on-resonance at

the water frequency with field strength between 19 kHz and

22 kHz. For static measurements, 512 transients were

averaged, the relaxation delay was set to 1 s, and the spectral

width was 25 ppm. Gradients had a smoothed square shape

and were applied with strength of 90 %. Decoupling was

achieved using GARP-sequence (Shaka et al. 1985).

For the assignment of imino proton resonances, jump-

return-NOESY (Sklenar and Bax 1987) spectra were

recorded at 295 K. All jump-return-NOESY spectra were

recorded using Bruker 900 and 950 MHz spectrometers

equipped with a cryogenic z-gradient HCN probe. Hard

pulses were applied, using a frequency jump, with t1 at the

midpoint of all RNA proton resonances (7.5 ppm) and t2 on

water resonance prior to the mixing period for detection

with field strength of 18 kHz. Spectra were recorded with a

spectral width of 15 ppm and 25 ppm for the indirect and

direct dimensions; 512 and 2048 pts were recorded for t1
and t2, respectively. Gradients had a sinusoidal shape and

were applied with strength of 90 %. Decoupling was

achieved using GARP-sequence. The relaxation delay was

set to 1.5 s and the mixing time was set to 150 ms.

The 1H,15N-HSQCs [FHSQC (Mori et al. 1995)] uti-

lizing binominal Watergate (Piotto et al. 1992; Sklenar

et al. 1993) scheme for water suppression were recorded at

295 K using a Bruker 600 MHz equipped with a cryogenic

z-gradient HCN probe. Proton pulses were applied on-

resonance at the water frequency with field strength of

22 kHz. Spectra were recorded with a spectral width of 22

and 25 ppm for the indirect and direct dimensions; 256 and

2048 pts were recorded for t1 and t2, respectively. Proton

pulses were applied on-resonance at the water frequency

with field strength of 22.5 kHz. 15N decoupling during

acquisition was achieved using GARP-sequence.

The imino proton exchange rates were measured at

298 K and fitted using sigma plot as previously described

(Rinnenthal et al. 2010) at a Bruker 600 MHz with a

pseudo 3D 1H,15N-HSQC using exchange times of 80 ls,
1 ms, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, 4000 ms.

Selective inversion of the water resonance was achieved by

application of 2 ms shaped pulses with RE-BURP (Geen

and Freeman 1991) profile. 15N decoupling during acqui-

sition was achieved using GARP-sequence.

The recorded parameters were fitted using the quotient

of the intensity of the imino proton signal at the time tm
(mixing time) and the intensity of the imino proton signal

at the time tm = 0 in the y-axis and tm in the X-axis.

All 1D 19F spectra were measured at 295 K using Bru-

ker 300 and 500 MHz spectrometer. The 300 MHz was

equipped with a BBFO probe where the 1H and the 19F

nuclei are measured at separated coils whereas the

500 MHz was equipped with a BBO prodigy probe where

the 1H and the 19F nuclei are measured at the same coil. 19F

pulses were applied at -52 ppm with field strength

between 23.1 and 16.7 kHz. For static measurements, 256

transients were averaged, the relaxation delay was set to

1 s, and the spectral width was 100 ppm.

The 19F,1H-Heteronuclear NOESY [HOESY,(Yu and

Levy 1984)] spectra were recorded using the Bruker

300 MHz. 19F pulses were applied at -52 ppm with field

strength of 23.1 kHz. The proton pulse was applied on-

resonance at the water frequency with field strength of

22.2 kHz. Spectra were recorded with a spectral width of

10.5 and 20 ppm for the indirect and direct dimensions;

128 and 2048 pts were recorded for t1 and t2, respectively.

Decoupling was achieved using MLEV-sequence (Levitt

and Freeman 1981). The relaxation delay was set to 2 s and

the mixing time was set to 200 ms.

Results

Optimizing synthesis

We first synthesized the Gswapt (Fig. 1c) by in vitro tran-

scription using the wild type T7 RNA polymerase under

condition 1 (100 mM Tris-Glutamate pH 8.2, 20 mM DTT,

2 mM spermidine, 70 lg/mL T7 RNA polymerase: con-

centrations of Mg(OAc)2, DNA template and NTPs were

optimized). Upon addition of 2F-ATP, a decrease in

incorporation efficiency was observed. Changing to condi-

tion 2 used by Scott et al. (Milligan et al. 1987; Scott et al.

2004) (40 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.1, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM sper-

midine, 50 lg/mL BSA, 0.1 % triton X-100, 80 mg/mL

PEG, 0.002 U/lL pyrophosphatase; 70 lg/mL T7 RNA

polymerase: concentrations of Mg(OAc)2, DNA template

and NTPs were optimized) resulted in an comparable

incorporation efficiency for unlabeled nucleotides and 2F-

ATP (Fig. 1d). The incorporation efficiency was 6.0 % for

unlabeled nucleotides under condition 2 whereas the

incorporation efficiency was 4.7 % for 2F-ATP under the

same conditions. This resulted in an insufficient yield for

NMR samples. We therefore changed to the P266L mutant

of the T7 RNA polymerase. Under condition 1, the incor-

poration efficiency of 2F-ATP was 21.1 % compared to

31.1 % of the unlabeled NTPs (Fig. 1e). This incorporation
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efficiency allowed us to synthesize the RNA in sufficient

amounts for our NMR measurements. The use of condition

2 for P266L did not result in higher incorporation effi-

ciencies. Our data suggest that compared to the wildtype T7

RNA polymerase and under condition 1, the P266L mutant

has superior incorporation abilities of 2F-ATP. Whether the

mutant possesses further advantages regarding the incor-

poration of modified nucleotides remains to be investigated.

In vitro transcription under condition 1 (total volume:

18 mL with 0.986 mL 100 mM 2F-ATP) using P266L

resulted in a single 73mer. No transcription abortion

products were identified in the used 10 % PAGE stained

with GelRed, that has a detection limit of 0.1 ng nucleic

acid. Purification and refolding yielded in total 0.1 lmol of

RNA. The NMR sample had a concentration of 0.3 mM

and a very high homogeneity.

Global stability

In order to investigate the effect of the 2F-ATP substi-

tution on the structural stability and on ligand binding,

CD-melting curves of the 19F-labeled and unlabeled

aptamers, in the presence and absence of ligand were

recorded (Fig. 2). The shape of the temperature dependent

CD-curves of the unlabeled and 19F-labeled RNAs were

found to be very similar in the absence and presence of

ligand (Fig. 2a). The first order derivatives (Fig. 2b)

showed that in the absence of ligand, the RNAs have

distinct melting points [Tm(RNA) 65.7 ± 0.4 �C; Tm(
19F-

RNA) 67.2 ± 0.4 �C]. When ligand is added, both RNAs

show an identical change of shape of their first order

derivatives. The melting points are shifted to Tm(RNA)

69.9 ± 0.6 �C and Tm(
19F-RNA) 68.8 ± 0.5 �C. The

stabilization effect of ligand binding was similar for both

aptamers.

As both RNAs show identical results within error and

undergo the same thermodynamic changes, it can be con-

cluded that the incorporation of 2F-ATP does not affect the

structural integrity of the RNA significantly, in accordance

with previous studies on different RNA systems (Scott

et al. 2004). We further demonstrated that the ligand

binding of the aptamer is not impaired by the 19F-label.

Fig. 2 a, b CD-melting curves and first order derivatives of the 19F-

labeled (green) and unlabeled (black) Gswapt in the absence of ligand.

The melting points are indicated. For the CD-melting curve, the molar

ellipticity (H) was plotted against the temperature (T). For the first

order derivative, the derivation of H against T was plotted against the

temperature. c, d CD-melting curves and first order derivatives of the

19F-labeled (green) and unlabeled (black) Gswapt in the presence of

ligand. The melting points are indicated. For the CD-melting curve,

the molar ellipticity (H) was plotted against the temperature (T). For

the first order derivative, the derivation of H against T was plotted

against the temperature
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Assignment

The assignment of the imino protons of the 19F-labeled

RNA and the unlabeled reference were obtained from
1H,1H-NOESY (Supplementary Fig. 8) and 1H,15N-HSQC

experiments. The overlaid 1H,15N-HSQCs are shown in

Fig. 3a. The signals of the guanine and uridine imino

protons involved in G-U base pairing are shifted in the

proton dimension by an average of 0.1 ppm which is within

the range of the peak width of 0.15 ppm (Fig. 3b). The

shift change of these protons is therefore considered to be

negligible. The only signal of the imino protons involved in

G–C pairing that undergoes a significant shift is G56

(Dd1H = 0.45 ppm). This could be due to the lower sta-

bility of the helix P3 compared to the helix P1. The signals

of the 19F-labeled aptamer show an average high-field shift

of \Dd1H[= -2.5 ppm in the uridine imino proton

region for all uridine protons which are involved in base

pairing to 2F-adenine. This lies within the reported range of

\Dd1H[= -2.6 ppm (Scott et al. 2004).

Local stability

In order to investigate the influence of the 19F-label on

individual base pair stability, we measured the exchange

rates of the imino protons with water located in the P1 (10

base pairs) and P3 (6 base pairs) helices (Supplementary

Table 1). One G–U wobble base pair is situated in the

middle of each of the helices whereas the base is composed

of three G–C base pairs. Upon introduction of the 19F-label

for base pairs of the same pairing scheme consistent

changes in the exchange curves of the imino protons are

observed. More pronounced changes are detectable for the

exchange behavior of imino proton stemming from helix

P1 compared to those from helix P3.

For all analyzed imino protons, the minimum of the

curve is less negative when 19F is introduced into the RNA

(Fig. 4). The minima of the exchange curves of all imino

protons are shifted to smaller sm upon labeling of the RNA.

Only the exchange curve of the adenine paired U81 is

shifted to higher sm. The changes of signal intensity in the

helix P1 are more pronounced than in helix P3. This could

be caused by the number of base pairs or the number of

modified adenines which are involved in the helix

formation.

The exchange rates of the imino protons in the helices

P1 and P3 are shown in Fig. 5a. In the helix P1, the

exchange rate of the imino proton of G14 and G80 which

are involved in G–C base pairing are slightly decreased by

Dkex = -0.16 s-1 and Dkex = -0.56 s-1, respectively,

when the 19F-label is introduced. This indicates that in the
19F-labeled RNA the exchange is slower than in the unla-

beled form. The exchange rates of U81 which is situated

between G14 and G80 is the only uridine imino proton

whose exchange rate is significantly decreased

(Dkex = -4.02 s-1) compared to the unlabeled RNA. This

Fig. 3 a Spectrum of the G and U imino proton region of a proton

detected 1H,15N-HSQC of the 15N-labeled (black) and 19F-15N-double

labeled (green) Gswapt at the 600 MHz and 298 K. The 1H pulses

were applied at the water frequency. The carrier for 15N was set to

151 ppm. For hard 1H and 15N pulses, field strengths of 22 kHz and

7.1 kHz were used, respectively. During acquisition, 15N decoupling

was achieved by GARP-decoupling. The 2D experiment was recorded

with a spectral width of 22 and 25 ppm for the indirect and direct

dimension, respectively; 256 and 2048 pts were recorded for t1 and t2,

respectively. The relaxation delay was set to 1 s. The signals assigned

in both spectra are indicated in black, the signals assigned in both

spectra but shifted in the spectrum of the 19F-labeled RNA are shown

in green and the signals assigned in only one of the spectra are shown

in grey. b Signal shift of the imino proton signals in the 1H dimension

between the unfluorinated and the fluorinated RNA. The error bars are

derived from the lane width of the signals. The adenine paired

uridines are labeled in green. The helices P1 and P3 are indicated
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could be caused by the stabilizing G–C base pairs G14 and

G80. The exchange rates of U20, which is involved in A–U

base pairing, increases when paired to a 2F-adenine (U20:

Dkex = 0.27 s-1). The exchange rates of the imino protons

of uridines paired to adenines are highly increased when

the uridines are paired to a 2F-adenine. The exchange rates

of G79 and U17 are increased of Dkex = 0.48 and

Dkex = 1.01 s-1, respectively, when the label is intro-

duced. Nevertheless, all imino protons which are not

involved in G–C base pairing seem to be destabilized by

the 19F-label, even when not directly paired to 2F-adenine.

Contrarily to the helix P1, the exchange rates of the

imino protons in the helix P3 which are involved in G–C

base pairing (G55: Dkex = 1.78 s-1 and G56:

Dkex = 0.40 s-1, G68 Dkex = 0.02 s-1) show an increase.

The G-U wobble base pair, G57 and U69, shows an

increase of the exchange rate of Dkex = 0.03 and

Dkex = 3.61 s-1, respectively, which is comparable to the

Fig. 4 a Imino proton exchange of hydrogen bonds situated in the

helix P1 in the unlabeled (black) and 19F-labeled (green) Gswapt. The

nucleobase corresponding to the exchanged imino proton is indicated

on top of each blot (red). The helices (P1 and P3) containing the

nucleobase whose imino protons’ exchange behavior is shown are

represented on the left hand side (red). The R-value and sm are

indicated for the imino protons of the unlabeled (black) and labeled

(green) RNA. b Imino proton exchange hydrogen bonds situated in

the helix P3 in the unlabeled (black) and 19F-labeled (green) Gswapt

Fig. 5 a Exchange rates of the imino protons involved in the base pair formation of the helices P1 and P3. b Schematic representation of the

secondary structure of Gswapt with the indicated nucleotides whose exchange rates were measured (red)
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G–U base pair in the helix P1. The uridine imino protons of

the wobble base pairs seem to be more destabilized upon

addition of the 19F-label than the guanine imino protons.

The exchange behavior of the imino protons is influ-

enced by the accessibility of the solvent and the NOE to

nearby nuclei. The introduction of 19F in a close position to

the hydrogen bonds can influence the calculated exchange

rates by NOE even if the gyromagnetic ratios of 1H and 19F

are close. As a result, the exchange rates of the imino

protons in the 19F-labeled RNA can appear larger. How-

ever, as was shown before, the 19F-labeling of the aromatic

system in RNA nucleobases can have two opposing effects.

The base pairing stability is decreased (Broom et al. 1979)

whereas the base stacking is increased (Battaglia et al.

1981). These two opposing effects can compensate each

other so that the overall stability of the RNA is not

impaired.

Ligand binding to 19F-labeled Gswapt

Ligand binding to the 19F-labeled Gswapt was analyzed by
1H,1H-NOESYs. The spectrum without ligand is shown in

Fig. 6a. G80, U81, U20 and U77 were used as reference

peaks and, compared to the unlabeled RNA, the A-U base

paired imino protons show a\Dd1H[= -2.6 ppm in the
19F-labeled RNA. Ligand binding to the RNA is shown by

the H1 signal of hypoxanthine (Fig. 6b), which is protected

from exchange when bound, and by the reporter signals

from the binding pocket U22 and U47 (Wacker et al.

2012). In the ligand unbound state, U22 is Watson–Crick

paired to A52 (Serganov et al. 2004). Upon ligand binding,

this base pair remains intact and U22 additionally coordi-

nates to the ligand by the 20-OH group of the ribose. Due to

the unaffected A–U base pairing, the imino proton signal of

U22 is shifted (Dd1H = -2.4 ppm) in the 19F-labeled

RNA. U47 is situated in the binding pocket but does not

form a canonical base pair. Upon ligand binding, U47

coordinates to the ligand. In the 19F-labeled RNA, its imino

proton signal does not show a shift in the proton dimension.

In the absence of Mg2?, the Gswapt conformation is char-

acterized by pre-formed loop–loop interactions (Buck et al.

2010). Addition of Mg2? stabilizes these tertiary interac-

tions. Upon ligand and Mg2? binding, the imino proton of

U34 (Wacker et al. 2012), which forms a reverse Hoog-

steen base pair to A65 (Serganov et al. 2004), becomes

protected from exchange and is therefore visible in the

Fig. 6 1H,1H-NOESY of the 19F-labeled Gswapt in the absence and

presence of ligand at the 600 MHz and 298 K. The 1H pulses were

applied on-resonance with the water frequency. For hard 1H pulse, a

field strength of 18 kHz was used. For 15N-labeled RNAs, during

acquisition, 15N decoupling was achieved by GARP-decoupling. The

2D experiment was recorded, using a frequency jump, with a spectral

width of 15 and 25 ppm for the indirect and direct dimension,

respectively; 512 and 2048 pts were recorded for t1 and t2,

respectively. The relaxation delay was set to 1.5 s. The A–U

Watson–Crick base paired uridines are labeled in green. All other

base pairs are indicated in black. a Spectrum of the G and U imino

proton region of the 19F-labeled Gswapt in the absence of ligand. G80,

U81, U20 and U77 are used as reference signals. b Spectrum of the G

and U imino proton region of the 19F-labeled Gswapt in the presence

of ligand and 2 mM Mg2?. U34 is used as a reference signal for

ligand and Mg2?-binding. Ligand binding is monitored by the

hypoxanthine H1 signal and two signals from the binding pocket of

the RNA (U47 and U49)
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spectrum. In comparison to the unlabeled RNA, the imino

proton signal of U34 is not shifted in the spectrum of the
19F-labeled Gswapt. This indicates, that in the 19F-labeled

RNA, all uridine imino protons involved in Watson–Crick

base pairing to 2F-adenines show an important imino

proton shift whereas the imino protons involved in non-

canonical base pairings to 2F-adenines do not show an

imino proton shift. The 19F-label at the C2 position is

therefore Watson–Crick base pair sensitive. The imino

proton signals of G37 and G38 are characteristic for the

tetrads A33�A66�C60–G38 and U34�A65�C61–G37, which
are involved in the ‘‘kissing-loop’’ interaction between the

loops L2 and L3. Furthermore, the G37–C61 Watson–

Crick base pair and A33 form an adenine specific type II

A-minor motif (Appasamy et al. 2013; Batey et al. 2004).

The presence of the G37 and G38 imino proton signals in

the 19F-labeled RNA suggest that the tetrads and the

A-minor motif are unaffected by the 19F-label. We there-

fore suggest that the 2F-adenine has little to no effect on

the stability of this RNA motif within the riboswitch

molecule studied here.

Identification of 19F-1D signals

The 19F,1H-HOESYs that were used to correlate the uridine

imino protons to the paired adenines are shown in Fig. 7b.

As three major uridine signals were observable in the
1H,1H-NOESY, it was expected that the 19F,1H-HOESY

showed three major cross signals. In the absence of ligand,

U20, U77 and U81 show a clear cross correlation to the

pairing A76, A19 and A15, respectively. Upon addition of

ligand, a cross signal from U22 to A52 arises. This could

be caused by ligand induced stabilization that prevents the

imino proton from U22 to be exchanged. The 19F,1H-

HOESY also showed cross signals between 19F nuclei and

anomeric H10 protons as was shown before (Scott et al.

2004). Upon ligand binding, the H10 signals are shifted by

\Dd1H[= 0.3 ppm and the average peak width changes

from 0.26 ppm to 0.31 ppm. Also, all signals shift in the

same direction, the shift lies within the peak width.

All four cross signals could be assigned to the 19F-1D

(Fig. 7c). Upon ligand binding, the signal of A19 is shifted

downfield while the signals of A15 and A76 remain

Fig. 7 19F-correlation spectra of the 19F-labeled Gswapt in the

absence (black) and presence (red) of ligand. The A-U Watson–

Crick base paired uridines are labeled in green. The A-U base paired

2F-adenines are labeled in black. a H10 signal region of the fluorine

detected 19F,1H-HOESY at the 300 MHz at 298 K. The signal shift

from ligand unbound to ligand bound is indicated. b Imino proton

region of the 19F,1H-HOESY in the absence (black) and presence

(red) of the ligand at the 300 MHz at 298 K. The cross signals of the

uridine imino protons to the fluorine atom at the 2-position of the

canonical paired adenines are indicated (green). For the spectra

shown in a and b, the 1H pulses were applied on-resonance with the

water frequency. The carrier for 19F was set to -52 ppm. For hard 19F

and 1H pulses, field strengths of 23.1 and 22.2 kHz were applied,

respectively. The 2D experiment was recorded with a spectral width

of 10.5 and 20 ppm for the indirect and direct dimension, respec-

tively; 128 pts and 2048 pts were recorded for t1 and t2, respectively.
1H decoupling was achieved using MLEV-sequence. The relaxation

delay was set to 2 s. c 19F-1D of the 19F-labeled Gswapt in the absence

(black) and presence (red) of ligand at the 500 MHz at 298 K. The

carrier for 19F was set to -52 ppm. For hard 19F pulses, a field

strength of 16.7 kHz. The 1D experiment was recorded with a spectral

width of 100 ppm with 256 pts. The relaxation delay was set to 1 s.

The 19F signals identified using the 19F,1H-HOESY are indicated
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unchanged. The signal of A52 is used as a reporter signal

for ligand binding to the RNA. The signals rising between

-52.5 and -53 ppm at ligand binding could belong to

fluorinated adenines situated in and around the binding

pocket. The broader minor peaks between -50 and

-51.5 ppm signify a conformational diversity which is not

detectable in the 1H-spectra. Whether these minor popu-

lated conformations are caused by the introduction of the
19F-label or just revealed by the increased chemical shift

dispersion remains subject of further investigation.

Conclusion

The use of 2F-ATP for in vitro transcription allows the

synthesis of 19F-labeled RNA in high yields, sufficient for

NMR samples, and does not change the structural integrity

or ligand binding capability of the RNA. By substituting

the adenine H1 for a 19F-atom, we were able to show that

this non-invasive label selectively shifts the imino proton

signals from canonical base pairs. This selective chemical

shift change allows the identification of Watson–Crick base

paired uridine imino protons making this application ideal

for even larger RNAs where the signal overlap in the

proton region becomes significant and renders the analysis

of the secondary structure difficult. We could furthermore

demonstrate that the introduction of 2F-adenine into the

RNA does not change the stability of tertiary interactions

such as the kissing-loop. However, the here shown tetrad

involved a 2F-adenine interacting with a Watson–Crick G–

C base pair. In this interaction the 19F-label has the same

distance (*3.2 Å) to the amino group of G37 and the

carbonyl group of C61. If the observed effect is different

for other base pair compositions needs to be further eval-

uated. Together with the high incorporation efficiency, the

increased resolution within A-form helices makes the 2F-

ATP the nucleotide of choice for the uniformly labeling of

large RNAs by in vitro transcription.

We further identified 19F-signals situated in the helix P1

stem of the Gswapt that plays an important role in the fully

functional wild type riboswitch where it indicates if the

terminator or anti-terminator conformation is adopted. We

suggest that the ratio determination of this bistable full

length RNA can be done by 19F-NMR using 2F-ATP labels

without affecting the ligand binding capability or the

conformational equilibrium of the RNA. In the long term,

we aim to determine kinetic rates of a bistable RNA sys-

tems as was shown in 2014 (Zhao et al. 2014). This could

be done with the much larger full length riboswitch uti-

lizing 19F-labeling.
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